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I. Introduction

F ORMATION flying (FF) has received much attention recently

because of the advantages it offers in terms of mission cost,

performance, and flexibility as comparedwith amonolithic, complex

vehicle. The distribution of functions and payload among multiple

spacecraft operating in a coordinated way gives the possibility to

enhance themission science return.Moreover, the use of a network of

cooperative satellites increases the redundancy in the event of a

failure. In light of this, different national space agencies, government

research and development (R&D) centers, universities, and private

companies have designed and fundedmore than 20FFmissions in the

last two decades and plan to launch another 10 within the next nine

years (see Fig. 1).
The main challenge related to spacecraft FF missions is the design

of robust and reliable guidance, navigation, and control (GNC)
techniques for onboard systems. Thus, the intent of this paper is to
determine the state of the art of the onboard GNC system in terms of
hardware/software solutions and achievable performances through a
comprehensive survey of past, current, and future FFmissions.Many
past works focused on the review of the research status of GNC

techniques [1,2]. However, an analysis of the onboard GNC systems,
investigating the required/achieved performances, the functional
architecture, and the onboard hardware, appears to not be available in
the literature except for a specific class of spacecraft, i.e., the small
satellites [3]. This survey considers missions launched between year
2000 and now, as well as future missions proposed up to year 2025
(including those that are at the preliminary prephase A design stage).
In addition, this study seeks to identify the new technological

trends for FFmissions and their effects on theGNCsystemdesign. To

date, many missions, such as the Canadian Advanced Nanosatellite

eXperiment-4 and -5 (CanX-4&5; see Sec. II.C.4) or the Project for

On-Board Autonomy-3 (PROBA-3) [4], have launched or are

planned to be launched to test technologies for autonomous

proximity operations. In fact, a completely autonomous system

guarantees superior performance in terms of control accuracy and

higher mission flexibility/adaptability, providing a prompt response

to contingencies. Moreover, onboard autonomy allows performing

maneuvers far from Earth, overcoming problems due to large

communication delays, and reducing the operations costs. This need

for autonomy presents a new set of challenges in the areas of onboard

sensing, actuation, and maneuver planning, as well as in mission
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management and scheduling; monitoring; and fault detection,
isolation, and recovery (FDIR). Another key aspect that should be
considered in the design of GNC systems of future FFmissions is the
decrease of the size of the spacecraft. The use of small satellites (mass
lower than 500 kg), especially nano- andmicrosatellites (see Table 1),
is growing tremendously in the space field, thanks to the development
and wide use of the CubeSat standard and all related technology
equipment [5,6]. As an immediate consequence, small satellites have
been increasingly proposed to build up distributed space systems for
Earth observation and science purposes. However, even though the
use of this class of spacecraft presents several advantages in terms of
mission costs, there are additional constraints placed on the GNC
system due to limited onboard resources (both thrust/power and
computational capabilities). Ultimately, in recent years, FF missions
have been proposed to build multiple-spacecraft space observatories
operating in low-acceleration environments, i.e., sun–Earth L2 point.
To accomplish their objectives, satellites have to operate at large
distance while controlling their relative configuration with a high
accuracy. The second important contribution of this work is therefore
to trace the roadmap forGNCsystemdesign to achieve the challenges
posed by these new technological trends.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a critical

analysis of FF missions is presented. These missions are classified
based on their primary objective, spacecraft mass, and operating
orbital regime. Within the same section, the main technological
trends of future FF missions are discussed and a detailed description
of a subset of missions is given, including their onboard GNC
architecture (sensors, actuators, and strategies). In Sec. III, the GNC
performances in terms of control and navigation accuracies are
presented for each objective-related mission class and the main areas
of development in GNC design are discussed.

II. Past, Present, andFuture Formation-FlyingMissions

A. Analysis of Formation-Flying Missions

Across the scientific community, there are numerous definitions for
formation flying and related terms. In accordance with the definition
given in [7], with the term “formation flying,” we hereafter indicate
those missions consisting of two or more satellites that have to track
and maintain a desired relative trajectory and/or a relative orientation.

In this section, FF missions already launched or planned to be,

spanning the space programs from 2000 to 2025 (see Appendix

Table A1 for the complete list of surveyed missions), are reviewed.

Note that, for the sake of a comprehensive survey,we took into account

all those designed by national space agencies, government R&D
centers or scientific agencies, universities, and private companies

spread out all around theworld.Moreover, among the future missions,

we also included those that are at prephase A design stage. We

classified the reviewed FF missions based on the following criteria:
1) The first criterion is mission objective. Four different primary

mission objectives are considered in our study: a) space science,
b) Earth observation/remote sensing, c) Earth science, and
d) technology demonstrations.
2) The second criterion is the maximum mass of the spacecraft.

Three satellite classes are taken into account: a) large spacecraft,
b) medium spacecraft, and c) small spacecraft. A spacecraft is
hereafter called a “small satellite”when its wet mass is below 500 kg.
As reported in Table 1, a variety of spacecraft falls in this category,
such as mini-, micro-, nano-, pico-, and femtosatellites. Moreover, in
accordance with the widely accepted classification of satellites based
on their mass, “medium” and “large” terms indicate those spacecraft
with a wet mass larger than 500 and 1000 kg, respectively [8].
3) The third criterion is the orbital regime. Four different types of

orbits are considered: a) low Earth orbits (LEOs); b) high elliptical
orbits (HEOs); c) geosynchronous orbits (GEOs); and d) Lagrangian
points orbits (LPOs), which are also referred to as the deep-space
regime. LEOs include all Earth orbits with an apogee lower than
2000km.HEOs indicate all Earth orbitswith a high eccentricity,which
is typically greater than 0.5. GEOs indicate all orbits within the
segment of the spherical shell defined by an altitude range of
�−200; 200� kmwith respect to thegeostationary altitude and a latitude
range [−15 deg; 15 deg]with respect to the equatorial plane.AnLPO
accounts for Lissajous and halo orbits around the L2 sun–Earth point.
Figure 2 shows the FFmissions classification based on themission

goal. Most of them are technology demonstrators that are mainly

Fig. 1 Cumulative FF missions’ launches grouped according to the leading organizations.

Table 1 Satellite platform
classification based on mass

Quantity Platform mass, kg

Large spacecraft ≥1000
Medium spacecraft ≥500 and <1000
Small spacecraft <500
Minispacecraft ≥100 and <500
Microspacecraft ≥10 and <100
Nanospacecraft ≥1 and <10
Picospacecraft ≥0.1 and <1
Femtospacecraft ≤0.1

Fig. 2 FF missions’ classification based on the mission objective (data
from 2000 to 2025).
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designed to validate the hardware and techniques needed to increase
the onboard autonomy. However, a significant part of them (about
33%) is used for space and Earth science purposes.
Figure 3 shows the cumulative FF missions’ launches up to 2025,

classified based on their primary objective. Apparently, the
percentage of missions for space science and exploration is quickly
increasing (see last column in Fig. 3). In fact, multiple collaborative
spacecraft are planned to be exploited to assemble telescopes for
deep-space observation. As examples, it is worth mentioning two
NASAmissions: namely, the Exo-Starshade (EXO-S) and the Stellar
Imager (SI), which are currently in a preliminary design phase and
planned to be launched in 2025. The EXO-S is a space-based
observatory designed to discover and study Earth-like planets. It
consists of two large spacecraft, a star shade, and a science telescope∗

that will fly in formation in a low-acceleration environment such as
the sun–Earth L2 point (halo orbit). During the science operations,
the formation shall maintain lateral and longitudinal alignments
within 1 m and �250 km, respectively, at separations of 30,000–
50,000 km. This configuration allows the star-shade satellite,
consisting of an opaque screen, to blot out the starlight, and it
therefore allows the telescope to catch the exoplanet light [9]. The SI
mission is an ultraviolet/optical deep-space telescope designed to
image stars similar to our sun with milli-arcsecond resolution. The
current baseline architecture concept consists of a 0.5 km diameter
UV-optical Fizeau interferometer composed of a reconfigurable array
of 10–30 1-m-class deformable flat mirror elements (“mirrorsats”)

and an image plane beam-combination facility placed at the prime
focus of telescope (“hub”). The hub and all mirrorsats are free flyers
in a tightly controlled formation operating around the sun–Earth L2

point [10].
Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of spacecraft mass for FF

missions. Most of the analyzed missions involve small satellites,
with a large part (about 32%) consisting of nanosatellites

(1 kg ≤ Mass < 10 kg). Among the small-spacecraft class of FF
missions, the Silicon Wafer Integrated Femtosatellites (SWIFT)
project deserves attention because it is the only one (to the authors’
knowledge) that involves femtosatellites (Mass < 100 g). The
SWIFT mission, led by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, and the Scientific
Systems Company, Inc.; and funded by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, aims to launch a swarm (100 to 1000
elements) of 100-g-class satellites into LEO (about 500 km) to build a
huge distributed sensor network [11]. This kind of mission poses

two main challenges: the miniaturization of satellite hardware
(propulsion system, electronic for long-distance communication,
etc.), and the development of optimal-fuel and computationally
efficient GNC algorithms. Currently, advanced techniques are under
investigation for GNC design, such as adaptive graph Laplacian
integrated with a phase synchronization controller for the formation
control, or a decentralized model predictive control/sequential
convex programming algorithm and probabilistic swarm guidance
for guidance definition (we refer the reader to [11] for an extensive
review of GNC algorithms for the SWIFT mission). However, a

significant part of FFmissions (about 24%) involves large spacecraft.
The presence of these massive satellites is justified by the future
missions for space science in LPO that foresee the use of heavy

Fig. 3 Cumulative FF missions’ launches classified based on their primary objective.

Fig. 4 FF missions’ classification based on the maximum mass of spacecraft (S/C) (data from 2000 to 2025).

*The telescope spacecraft will be the Wide Field Infrared Survey
Telescope. Data are available online at http://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/ [retrieved
13 November 2016].
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platforms to host the main hardware of a distributed space-based
observatory (see Fig. 5).
Figure 6 depicts the distribution of spacecraft mass throughout the

past and future launches. Accordingly, future FF missions will see a
further increase of small and large spacecraft for Earth science and
technology demonstration and deep-space observation applications,
respectively.
Ultimately, from the data collected within this survey, it turns out

that most FF missions operate in the LEO regime (see Fig. 7).
However let us remark that the number of missions flying on LPOs is
destined to rise because this is the orbital region commonly used for
deep-space observation.

B. Future of Formation-Flying Missions

The review of FF missions presented in Sec. II.A shows the
growing interest of the scientific community in the increase of
onboard autonomy. In fact, high onboard autonomy allows us to
1) lighten the ground stations’ and control centers’ operational loads,
reducing the overall mission costs; 2) increase the science return by

reducing the inactivity period due to the coverage problems or large

communication delays; 3) facilitate the response to contingences/

failures, therefore increasing the mission robustness and safety; and

4) guarantee mission flexibility/adaptability, allowing a prompt

response to the environment changes.
However, the achievement of complete onboard autonomy poses a

challenge in the areas of onboard sensing, actuation, and maneuver

planning (i.e., GNC design), mission management and scheduling,

as well as monitoring and FDIR. The development of autonomous

embedded GNC systems, for instance, might affect the design of

navigation and control systems as well as the maneuver planning

(guidance function). Sensors for inertial and relative navigation have to

provide reliable measurements, regardless of the environmental

conditions; whereas the filtering and control algorithms need to

guarantee a high robustness level without sacrificing the accuracy

performance. On the other hand, the guidance function has to generate

a solution capable of satisfying the safety and fuel consumption

requirements over a large period of time, with a high computational

efficiency to limit the onboard computational load. Despite the

Fig. 5 Primary objectives for large spacecraft FF missions (data from 2000 to 2025).

Fig. 6 Cumulative FF missions’ launches classified based on the maximum mass of the spacecraft.

Fig. 7 FF missions’ distribution based on orbital regime (data from 2000 to 2025).
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technology challenges, the increase of onboard autonomy could be the
only possible way to operate those missions flying far from the Earth,
which would suffer communication delay problems; and/or involving
a large number of elements, which would imply high operational
complexity and prohibitive costs, such as the future missions of
SWIFT [11] or space ultra-low frequency radio observatory
(SULFRO) [12]; as well as requiring high control accuracy.
In addition, the analysis of future missions points out the other two

critical aspects affecting the GNC system design: 1) the need to
increase theGNCperformance, and 2) the decrease of spacecraft size.
Future FF missions will require a higher dynamic range (≈108),

defined as the ratio between the mean intersatellite distance and the
required control accuracy [13]. In other words, they will need a high
intersatellite distance (≈1001–10;000 km) coupled with a moderate
control accuracy (≈0.001–0.1 m) or an extremely high control
accuracy (≈10–100 μm) coupled with a moderate relative distance
(≈1–10 km). To meet this demanding control requirement, more
efficient control techniques shall be developed to run on board, such
as an optimal nonlinear model-based controller able to account for
dynamical nonlinearities.† As an immediate consequence of the
growing dynamic range requirement, there is the need for higher
relative navigation accuracy. To this purpose, more accurate relative
dynamics models shall be developed to improve the performance of
the filtering process in terms of accuracy and computational load.
The last key aspect to be taken into account is the reduction of the

satellite dimension. Small satellites have been increasingly proposed,
mainly to validate new technology in orbit; however, in the future,
they will be used to build up distributed space instruments for
Earth and deep-space observation. As an example, it is worth
mentioning the Miniaturized Distributed Occulter Telescope
(mDOT) mission, which a space telescope designed by the Space
Rendezvous Laboratory (SLAB) at Stanford University, consisting
of a microsatellite carrying a 1–2-m-radius petal-shaped occulter at a
distance lower than 1000 km from a 6 Unit CubeSat carrying a
10-cm-diam aperture telescope to image at short visible and
ultraviolet wavelengths [14]. Despite the benefits in terms of mission
costs, the use of such small satellites presents a new set of GNC
design challenges, mainly related to the vehicles’ limited size and
onboard power. The ability to carry a complex propulsion system able
to provide high thrust is extremely limited due to the spacecraft’s
prohibitive dimensions. In light of this, ad hoc relative orbit control
techniques, such as combined continuous and impulsive orbital
control based on the optimal control theory and primer vector
approach [15], shall be developed to satisfy the low-thrust constraints
without renouncing the high-accuracy performance.

C. Missions Overview

In this section, we briefly describe the configuration of some of
reviewed FF missions, particularly focusing on the GNC architecture.
For brevity, we detail only one mission for each objective-related class
presented in the Sec. II.A, i.e., space science [e.g., Magnetospheric
Multiscale (MMS)], Earth observation (e.g., TanDEM-X), and Earth
science [e.g., Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)].
Moreover, in order to offer a better insight into state of the art of
formation-flying technologies, we present three technology demon-
stration missions, focusing on those that allow testing onboard
autonomy and validating cutting-edge solutions for the GNC system in
terms of hardware (propulsion system, sensor for relative navigation)
and algorithms [e.g., CanX-4&5, Bi-spectral InfraRed Optical System
(BIROS)/Autonomous Vision Approach Navigation and Target
Identification (AVANTI), and Prototype Research Instruments and
Space Mission Technology Advancement (PRISMA)].

1. Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment

The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment is a two-satellite
missiondevelopedbyNASAandDLR,GermanAerospaceCenter; and
it was launched in March 2002. Its main objective is to map with high

accuracy the spherical harmonic coefficients of Earth’s gravitational

field and to observe its temporal variations, measuring the separation

between the two twin satellites (487 kg) using the Global Positioning

System (GPS) andK-band radar ranging. Both of the identical GRACE

satellites (namely, GRACE1 and GRACE2) were placed in the same

circular polar orbit (i � 89 deg) at an altitude of 490 km. The satellites

are equipped with a BlackJack GPS onboard receiver for precise orbit

determination, a superspace triaxis accelerometer for researchmissions

(known as SuperSTAR) [16], a highly accurate intersatellite K-band

microwave ranging instrument [17], and an attitude control system that

includes a star camera, gyroscope sensors, and a cold gas nitrogen

microthruster system including two 40 mN orbit control thrusters and

1210 mN attitude thrusters [18].

a. Navigation Solution. The navigation computation is performed
on ground using the GPS measurements. More specifically, the

spacecraft two-line elements (TLEs) are generated on ground by

fitting the simplified general perturbations (SGP)4 model to GPS

measurements through a least-square method. The TLEs are sent to

both spacecraft, which use orbit information to point the K-band

radar at one another [19].

b. Formation Control and Guidance Solutions. Both GRACE space-
craft are ground controlled [19]. During the science data collection, the

satellites are held in a three-axis stabilized, nearly Earth-pointed

orientation, where the K-band antennas of each satellite are pointing at

each other [17]. Station-keepingmaneuvers are performed over the life

of themission to correct the alongtrackdrift, and then keep the satellites

within a 170–270 km separation. The alongtrack separation ΔL is

analytically estimated through the following formula [20]:

ΔL�t� � L�t� − L0 �
3

4

1

ΔBρa2
Δa�t�2 (1)

where ρ is the atmosphere density,a is the leader semimajor axis,Δa is
the difference of the mean semimajor axis between the leader and

follower orbits, and ΔB indicates the difference in the ballistic

coefficient. According to Eq. (1), the alongtrack separation changes

quadratically with the difference of the mean semimajor axis. To

maximize the timebetween subsequent formation-keepingmaneuvers,

the relative altitude versus relative separation has to be a parabola

mirrored to the altitude of the reference satellite (see Fig. 8). Thus, once

the two spacecraft are placed at themaximumdesirable separationwith

a semimajor axis offset Δamax �
������������������������������������
4∕3ΔBρa2ΔLmax

p
[see Eq. (1)], a

new alongtrack impulsive maneuver (vt � n∕2Δamax) is performed

when Δa � 0 to raise the semimajor axis of the leading satellite or,

alternatively, to lower the semimajor axis of the trailing one. ΔLmax

indicates the size of station-keeping box, and it is 100 km at most, in

accordance with mission requirements.
The period between two subsequent maneuvers is estimated

by [20]

Fig. 8 Numerical simulation of the relative motion of the GRACE
spacecraft under the influence of differential drag [19].

†To the authors’ knowledge, many nonlinear optimal controllers have been
studied for FF applications, but they have never been implemented on board.
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Δt �
��������������������������
16

3

ΔLmax

ΔBρa2n2

s
(2)

where n is the mean motion of the leader spacecraft. The preceding
approach for formation maintenance is based on the assumptions of
constant density and different ballistic coefficients. However, the real
relative motion is perturbed by the density variation and by the change
of ΔB due to the spacecraft mass variation and relative satellites’
orientation, as illustrated in Fig. 8. In this figure, the relative motion of
theGRACEspacecraft after the separation from the breeze upper stage
is numerically simulated by taking into account the variations of
density due to the realistic solar flux profiles and the changes of
ballistic coefficients due to the variations of pitch angles [19].
In light of the aforementioned, the admissible station-keeping box

is not entirely used in order to account for unpredictable density
variations. In addition, throughout the mission, the relative distance
and semimajor axis difference are monitored, as well as the evolution
of the mass of both satellites. In parallel, the flight dynamics group
carried out predictions of the expected motion in the L–Δa plane to
decide on a suitable maneuver time and size. These predictions are
carried out by considering the solar flux values and their uncertainties
provided by the European Space Operations Center on a daily and
monthly basis [19]. It is worth noting that the used approach is based
on the knowledge of the mean orbital elements of satellites. The
osculating-to-mean conversion is performed using a combination of
numerical and analytical techniques to guarantee an accuracy of 1 m
at least [20]. In further details, the spacecraft’s trajectories are
numerically integrated over a time interval of six orbits using a high-
fidelity dynamics model and initial conditions from the latest orbit
determination.Using a sampling interval of 10min, the resulting state
vectors y are fit to the SGP4 model by the least-square method.
Besides the formation-keeping maneuver, a maneuver exchanging

the position of the satellites (i.e., longitude swap maneuver) is
performed to balance the surface erosion of the antennas of the
K-band ranging system caused by the exposure to the impacting
atomic oxygen. In fact, an overexposure to atomic oxygenmight lead
to a loss of thermal control over the K-band horn antenna, which
would affect the accuracy of ranging system [21]. Hence, the swap
maneuver guarantees the uniform deterioration of the spacecraft
K-band antennas by placing the follower spacecraft GRACE2,
initially flying with the antenna exposed to the impacting atomic
oxygen, beyond the leader satellite GRACE1. To obtain the desired
positive alongtrack drift, the semimajor axis of the trailing spacecraft
GRACE2 is modified through a tangential maneuver. To maximize
the operational safety of the satellite swapmaneuver with no increase
in fuel expenditure, eccentricity/inclination (e∕i) vector separation is
applied [21]. This technique, originally developed for the colocation
of geostationary satellites, guarantees a radial or crosstrack position
offset between two spacecraft (the maximum offset is achieved when
the relative eccentricity and inclination vectors are parallel or
antiparallel), regardless of their alongtrack separation. In addition to
the safety benefits, the e∕i vector separation allows us to swap
the GRACE satellites through a single maneuver, reducing the
operational complexity. A detailed description of the swapmaneuver
performed in early December 2005 is given in [19,21,22].

2. TanDEM-X (with TerraSAR-X)

TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement
(TanDEM-X), which launched in June 2010, is a digital elevation
measurement science extension to the TerraSAR-X mission
developed by DLR, German Aerospace Center (DLR); EADS
Astrium, GmbH; and Infoterra, GmbH. The mission objective is the
generation of a global high-precision digital elevation model (DEM).
Depending on the interferometric configuration, the TerraSAR-X
and TanDEM-X satellites fly in one of three modes: 1) bistatic mode,
where both spacecraft look at the same area of the Earth to provide
a detailed multidimensional picture; 2) pursuit monostatic mode,
where both satellites image the same area independently at a time
offset; and 3) alternating bistatic mode, which is similar to bistatic
mode, except that the transmitter is switched from pulse to pulse

between the satellites. The TerraSAR-X spacecraft moves on a
sun-synchronous dawn–dusk orbit (i � 97.44 deg) at the mean
altitude of 515 km with an 11-day repeat cycle.
The concept of e∕i vector separation is used for the design of

formation (see next subsection). This implies maximum out-of-plane
(crosstrack) orbit separation at the equator crossings by small ascending
node differences andmaximum radial separation at the poles by slightly
different eccentricity vectors. This concept of relative e∕i vector
separation results in a helical relative movement of the satellites along
the orbit and provides a maximum level of passive safety in the case of
vanishing alongtrack separation. Both spacecraft are built using the
AstroBus‡ servicemodule and are equippedwith an radar instrument. In
addition, they host on board one dual-frequency tracking, occultation,
and ranging/integrated GPS occultation receiver (TOR-IGOR) receiver
to determine the baseline with an accuracy of 1 mm and one single-
frequency EADS Astrium Mosaic global navigation satellite system
(MosaicGNSS) receiver used by the navigation system [23]. TanDEM-
X has also an S-band receiver to receive telemetry information from
TerraSAR-X. The propulsion system for orbit maintenance maneuvers
of both satellites consists of two branches of four 1 N hydrazine
monopropellant thrusters. TanDEM-X is additionally equipped with
four pairs of 40mNnitrogen cold-gas thrusters oriented in the flight and
antiflight directions for formation keeping [24].

a. Navigation Solution. Both satellites are equipped with three GPS
receiver units: i.e., a redundant pair of single-frequencyMosaicGNSS
receivers that provides the time synchronization and real-time GPS
navigation solution for the attitude and orbit control system, and one
dual-frequency TOR-IGOR for rapid orbit determination (ROD),
precise orbit determination (POD), and baseline reconstruction. The
MosaicGNSS data and associate navigation solutions are also used for
the real-time relative navigation during the TanDEM-X Autonomous
Formation Flying experiment [25]. The TOR-IGOR data are
preprocessed to extract the GPS navigation data and raw data (i.e.,
carrier phase and pseudorange) that are used for ROD and POD
processes, respectively. In further details, the ROD performs a least-
squares batch adjustment of the position and velocity, drag coefficient,
solar radiation coefficient, extended maneuvers, and measurement
biases, providing the quick-lookorbit productwith a 3maccuracy (1σ)
[26]. The corresponding orbit product is used for formationmonitoring
and control purpose.The POD gives the “science” orbit product
through a reduced-dynamics batch least-squares estimation process
[27] with an accuracy of 5 cm (1σ) [25]. Within the POD process,
auxiliary data are required such as GPS satellite orbits and clocks,
Earth orientation parameters, and spacecraft attitude information. The
dynamic orbit model used in POD includes relevant gravitational
(University of Texas/Center for Space Research GRACE Gravity
Model 01S model, relativity solid-Earth tides, pole tide, ocean tides,
and lunisolar third-body acceleration using analytical ephemerides)
and nongravitational forces, such as atmospheric drag (Jacchia–Gill
atmospheric density model with daily F10.7 and 3 h Kp [25]).
Moreover, in accordance with the concept of reduced-dynamic orbit
determination, empirical acceleration in radial, tangential, and normal
directions are incorporated to account for deficiencies of the
deterministic force model.
The baseline estimation is carried out at DLR/German Space

Operations Center (GSOC) using the Filter of Relative Navigation of
Satellites (FRNS) software and at the German Research Centre for
Geosciences using Bernese [28] and Earth Parameter and Orbit
System-Orbit Computation software [29]. All of the aforementioned
solutions are combined in order to reduce the stochastic errors
inherent to all individual solutions, giving a merged baseline
estimate with an accuracy of 1 mm three-dimensional rms. The
aforementioned FRNS software implements an extended Kalman
filter/smoother to accurately determine the relative motion of
TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X, and it uses dual-frequency double-
difference carrier-phase measurements and integer ambiguity
resolution [25,30].

‡Data available online at http://space.airbus.com/portfolio/earth-
observation-satellites/portfolio/ [retrieved 13 November 2016].
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b. Formation Control and Guidance Solutions. The formation
acquisition and maintenance maneuvers are exclusively performed

by the TanDEM-X satellite. Both spacecraft must perform the same

orbital maneuvers to counteract lunisolar perturbations and to

compensate atmospheric drag, but TanDEM-X has the additional

task of maintaining the desired formation via relative control

maneuvers to correct for the natural drift of the formation. In more

detail, in order to meet the relative control requirements of the 20 m

crosstrack and 200 m alongtrack directions, TanDEM-X has to

1) compensate the natural deviation of the relative eccentricity vector,

2) counteract the natural drift of the inclination vector, 3) control the

alongtrack separation that is perturbed by relative drag and in-plane

maneuver execution errors, and 4) replicate the TerraSAR-X orbit-

keeping maneuvers. The out-of-plane relative orbit maintenance and

the larger absolute orbit maintenance maneuvers (steps 2 and 4,

respectively) are performedwith four 1N hydrazine thrusters. For the

in-plane formation control (steps 1 and 3, respectively), two

exclusive pairs of 40 mN cold-gas thrusters are used.

The relative orbit maintenance maneuvers are computed on

ground, except for the TanDEM-X Autonomous Formation Flying

campaign performed inMarch 2011, where three maneuver pairs per

daywere autonomously planned and executed on board. A linearized

model was used to describe the relative motion for formation design

and relative control purposes. In further detail, the well-known Hill-

Clohessy–Wiltshire (HCW) model is recast in terms of relative

orbital elements (ROEs)§ and upgraded to include J2 effects and

impulsive delta-v maneuvers.

The formation design is based on the e∕i vector separation

concept. The key idea of this approach resides in the fact that the

uncertainty in predicting the alongtrack separation of two spacecraft

is generally much higher than the radial and crosstrack components.

Moreover, because of the coupling between relative semimajor axis

and relative argument of latitude, uncertainties affecting the initial

position and velocity due, for instance, to orbit determination errors

will result in a secular grow of the errors in alongtrack direction [22].

Then, the relative motion between spacecraft can only be considered

safe in the presence of alongtrack uncertainties if a separation in

radial and alongtrack directions is ensured at all times. This condition

can be achieved by a parallel (or antiparallel) alignment of the relative

eccentricity and inclination vectors (see Fig. 9 [31]).

In light of the aforementioned, the configuration of the formation is

designed, based on the following requirements:
1) The relative semimajor axis has to be as small as possible

(δanom ≈ 0) to reduce the drift of the relativemean argument of latitude.
2) The modulus of the relative eccentricity vector has to be limited

by the minimum necessary separation for safe operation and

maximum alongtrack separation required for interferometry
(200 m < aδe < 50 m).
3) The modulus of the relative inclination vector follows the

same constraints as used by the relative eccentricity vector
(200 m < aδi < 500 m).
4) The inclination difference has to be zero to avoid secular drift of

the y component of the relative inclination vector δiy due to J2
perturbation.
5) The relative inclinationvector has to have a nominal phase angle

of ϑnom � �π∕2.
6) The relative eccentricity vector has to be closely aligned to the

relative inclination vector (i.e., φnom � �π∕2) so as to ensure
maximum crosstrack separation.
In conclusion, the nominal values of relative eccentricity and

inclination vectors have to be [24]

δenom �
"
δenomx

δenomy

#
≈ δenom

"
0

�1

#

δinom �
"
δinomx

δinomy

#
≈ δinom

"
0

�1

#
(3)

Tomeet the aforementioned requirements, TanDEM-X performs a
series of tangential double-impulse and perpendicular single-impulse
maneuvers. The magnitudes of these impulses are computed using
the simplified Gauss equations, adapted for the near-circular

nonequatorial orbits [32], i.e.,

Δδα �

2
666666666664

Δδa
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777777777775

� −
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0

0
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0

0

0

0

0
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3
777777777775

2
664
vr

vt
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3
775

(4)

where nd, ad, and ud � Md � ωd are the mean motion, the

semimajor axis, and the mean argument of latitude of TanDEM-X
orbit, with Md as the mean anomaly and ωd as the argument of
perigee. Also, uM denotes the mean argument of latitude at the
maneuver time tM. The vector Δδα corresponds to the variations of

the relative orbital elements:

δα �

2
6666666664

δa

δλ

δex
δey
δix
δiy

3
7777777775

�

2
6666666664

ad
ac
− 1

ud − uc � cos�ic��Ωd −Ωc�
ed cos�ωd� − ec cos�ωc�
ed sin�ωd� − et sin�ωc�
id − ic

sin�ic��Ωd − Ωc�

3
7777777775

(5)

induced by the instantaneous velocity changes �vr; vt; vn�T in the
radial, alongtrack, and crosstrack directions. The subscripts “c” and
“d” stand for the “chief” and “deputy,” respectively, and therefore
correspond to TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X.

Fig. 9 Formation configuration when relative eccentricity and

inclination vectors are parallel [31].

§We refer the reader to [38] and [32] for a comprehensive description of
ROEs.
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The aim of formation control is to maintain the actual orbital

relative element δαi in a symmetric control window centered on the

nominal value δαnomi , i.e., jδαi − δαnomi j ≤ δαmax
i . In other words,

when the magnitude of the relative e∕i vectors tracking errors

kδe − δenomk and kδi − δinomk exceed the maximum admissible

deviations δemax and δimax respectively, an in-plane maneuver or

out-of-plane maneuver is performed. According to Eq. (4), the

following set of tangential double-impulse maneuver and single-

impulse maneuver is implemented to control the in-plane and

out-of-plane relative motions, respectively [22,24,33]:

v1t �
na

4
��δaman − δa� � kδeman − δek�

uM1 � atan��δeman
y − δey�∕�δeman

x − δex��
v2t �

na

4
��δaman − δa� − kδeman − δek�

uM2 � uM1 − π (6)

vn � nakδiman − δik
uM � atan��δiman

y − δiy�∕�δiman
x − δix�� (7)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), the terms δaman and δeman indicate the value of

the relative semimajor axis and relative eccentricity vector,

respectively, after the double-impulse in-plane maneuver; whereas

and are the actual values right before the execution of the first impulse

(see Fig. 10). Similarly, δiman and δi represent the relative inclination
vector after and before the crosstrack single-impulse maneuver,

respectively (see Fig. 10).
The eccentricity vector after the application of the two impulses

reported in Eq. (6), taking into account the natural drift of the relative

eccentricity vector between the two impulses due to the J2

perturbation, is given by [24,32]

δeman � R�δφmax�δenon � R�δφmax�
�
δenonx

δenony

�
(8)

with

R �
"
cos�δφmax� − sin�δφmax�
sin�δφmax� cos�δφmax�

#

φmax � sign�φ 0� arcsin
�
δemax

δenom

�
� φ 0ΔuM

φ 0 � 3

2
J2

�
REARTH

a

�
2

�5 cos �i�2 − 1�

ΔuM � uM2 − uM1 � −π (9)

Similarly, the relative inclination vector desired after the execution
of the out-of-plane maneuver is given by

δiman �
�

δinomx

δinomy − sign�δix�δimax

�
(10)

It is worth remarking that the maneuver times (uM1, uM2, and uM)
are determined through the design parameters δenomx , δenomy , δinomx ,
δinomy , δemax, and δimax as follows:

δet � R�−δφmax�δenom

uM1 � atan

��δeman
y − δety�

�δeman
y − δetx�

�
uM2 � uM1 − π

δit �
"

δinomx

δiman
y − sign�δix�δimax

#

uM � atan��δiman
y − δity�∕�δiman

x − δitx�� (11)

In other words, the first alongtrack impulse and the crosstrack
maneuver are located at a mean argument of latitude that matches the

phase of the relative e∕i-vector corrections (see Fig. 10). Note that
the in-plane maneuver cycle ΔT [omitted] (i.e. the time interval
comprised between the first pulses of the double-impulse maneuver)
is set to an integer number of the TanDEM-X period.

3. Prototype Research Instruments and Space Mission Technology

Advancement

Developed by the Swedish Space Corporation with contributions

from the DLR, the French Space Agency Centre National d’Etudes
Spatiales (CNES), and the Danish Technical University, Prototype
Research Instruments and Space Mission technology Advancement
is a formation-flying demonstration mission launched in June 2010.

The two satellites were launched to a sun-synchronous near-circular
dawn–dusk orbit (i � 98.28 deg; e � 0.004) with an initial mean
altitude of 757 km. The formation consists of a main satellite (also
named Mango, 150 kg) and a target satellite (also named Tango,

50 kg) [34]. The mission’s primary objectives include testing and
validation of GNC hardware, software, and algorithms for
autonomous formation flying (separation distance: 5 km–20 m),
homing and rendezvous (separation distance: 100 km–3 m),

proximity operations (separation distance: 100–3 m), and final
approach and recede operations (separation distance: 3–0 m) [35].
Specifically, the situations to be examined include autonomous
formation flying based on a GPS system and a formation-flying

radio-frequency (FFRF) sensor system, homing and rendezvous
based onvision-based sensing (VBS), proximity operations based on
GPS and VBS, and final approach and recede operations based on
VBS [34]. The PRISMA satellites are equipped with two

intersatellite links: one for telecommands and telemetry, and the
other integrated into the RF-metrology sensor [35,36]. Each satellite

Fig. 10 In-plane (left) and out-of-plane (right) maneuver locations.
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has two miniature Phoenix GPS receivers and the FFRF metrology
system, which consists of one Rx/transmitter (Tx) master and two Rx
slave antennas on the main spacecraft and three single Rx/Tx
antennas on the target. The main spacecraft is additionally equipped
with four camera heads: two used for far-range and short-range
navigation, and two as star trackers (microASC vision sensor [34]).
Infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are mounted on the target
spacecraft to aid the VBS system in cooperative mode [36]. Finally,
the main satellite hosts three separate propulsion systems: 1) a
hydrazine system with six 1 N thrusters (total ΔV of 110 m∕s), 2) a
high-performance green propellant experimental system with two
1 N thrusters (total V of 60 m∕s), and 3) an experimental cold-gas
microthruster system. Note that both the main and target satellites
have attitude control capability. The main spacecraft uses a reaction-
wheel-based attitude control system, whereas the target uses
magnetorquer-based three-axis attitude control [36].

a. Navigation Solution. The primary relative navigation sensor of
the PRISMA formation is a GPS-based navigation system developed
by DLR/GSOC [19]. The relative GPS serves as both a safe mode
sensor of the formation to support failure detection, isolation, and
recovery tasks like collision avoidance, and as navigation source for
the onboard feedback controllers to enable autonomous formation-
flying and rendezvous experiments. The GPS-based navigation
system consists of a hardware architecture based on Phoenix-S
receivers [37], which is identical on board the two satellites and a
navigation software embedded in the Mango onboard computer for
real-time absolute and relative navigation. The required accuracies
for absolute and relative orbit determination are and 0.1 m,
respectively. An extended Kalman filter (EKF) is implemented to get
the navigation solution, processing pseudorange and carrier phase
measurement data issued by the local Phoenix GPS receiver on the
main satellite and sent via an intersatellite link from the remote
PhoenixGPS receiver on the target.More specifically, the filter uses a
linear combination of pseudorange and carrier-phase data (known as
GRAPHIC, which stands for group and phase ionospheric
correction) to estimate the absolute orbit and single difference
carrier phase measurements to determine the relative orbit. Thus, the
accuracy of the relative navigation is driven by the single-difference
carrier phase measurements, whereas the absolute navigation
accuracy is driven by the noise of theGRAPHICmeasurements. Note
that the relative spacecraft state is simply computed by differencing
the absolute states without the need of an explicit relative motion
model. The absolute orbit model for each spacecraft includes
gravitational and nongravitational forces. More specifically, the
GRACEGRACEGravityModel 01S gravity field up to the order and
degree of 15 is adopted to obtain the acceleration due to the Earth’s
static gravity field; in addition, accelerations due to solar radiation
pressure and atmospheric drag are taken into account. Finally,
empirical accelerations in the radial, alongtrack, and crosstrack
directions are modeled as a first-order Gauss–Markov process and
estimated by the reduced-dynamic Kalman filter to compensate for
modeling deficiencies in the employed dynamic models [37].
Two experiments carried out during the PRISMA mission are

mentioned here: the Advanced Rendezvous demonstration using
GPS and Optical Navigation (ARGON) experiment, and the
Formation Flying In-Orbit Ranging Demonstration (FFIORD),
conceived and designed by the German Space Operations Center of
the DLR and CNES, respectively.
TheARGONexperiment aimed primarily at demonstrating aman-

in-the-loop far-range rendezvous to a noncooperative, passive, and
unknown client using vision-based navigation. The optical
navigation system embarked on the main satellite was based on a
fully autonomous miniature star sensor (microASC) platform
consisting of two camera head units named VBS FAR and VBS
CLOSE (see [33] for more details on the VBS system). During
ARGON experiment execution, VBS FAR was used exclusively for
angles-only navigation and only for imaging purposes. To obtain the
relative navigation solution through the line-of-sight vectors
provided by the image-processing module, an iterative dynamics
batch least-squares estimator with a priori information was

implemented based on the linear ROE-based dynamical model
including the J2 effect [38].
Themain goals of the FFIORDexperimentwere to perform a flight

validation of the FFRF subsystem and test the algorithms for
maintenance of close formation using data from the FFRF. The FFRF
instrument can offer relative positioning for up to four satellites flying
in formation, providing an intersatellite distance with an accuracy of
1 cm, an azimuth and elevation of the line of site (LOS) between the
spacecraft with an accuracy of 1 deg, and the time bias between the
satellite clocks (more details on the FFRF can be found in [19,39]).
During the FFIORD experiment, an EKF was exploited to obtain the
relative position and velocity. Different relative dynamical models
are used for the implementation of the navigation filter, such as the
HCW, the Yamanaka–Ankersen (YA), and the Tshauner–Hempel
including the differential acceleration due to J2 [39].

b. Formation Control and Guidance Solutions. Different approaches
are used to control the relative orbit of the main satellite with respect
to the target satellite, depending on the executed experiments during
themission. Hereafter, a brief description of algorithms implemented
for relative motion control in the correspondence of each experiment
is reported. For a more comprehensive review of the GNCmodes, we
address the reader to [19] (chapter 21).
In the Autonomous Formation Flying (AFF) and Proximity

Operations/Final Approach and Recede Maneuvers (PROX/FARM)
experiment, the model predictive control (MPC) framework is used
for relative orbit control; more specifically, the Yamanaka–Ankersen
state transition matrix is used to propagate the orbit within the MPC
optimization step. Note that, even though the same control
framework is used for the AFF and PROX/FARM modes, different
settings for the propagation horizon and actuation frequency are
implemented. Furthermore, let us point out that a different set of
sensors is exploited in the aforementioned experiments. Although the
AFF aims at demonstrating GPS-based passive formation flying,
PROX/FARM modes include close-range forced-motion operation
based on the GPS or VBS navigation data (see Table 2).
The DLR mode is operative during the Spaceborne Autonomous

Formation Flying Experiment (SAFE) and the Autonomous Orbit
Keeping (AOK) experiment [19]. SAFE is intended to test a guidance
law for a safe collision-free separation strategy and a robust control
algorithm for formation keeping and reconfiguration with an
accuracy better than 30 m for a separation below 1 km [40]. On the
other hand, the AOK experiment is designed to demonstrate the
capability of a spacecraft to autonomously control the osculating
longitude of the ascending node (i.e., absolute control of the
spacecraft) with an accuracy of 10 m. Both of the aforementioned
experiments adopt an analytical feedback control algorithm, taking
advantage of a convenient parameterization of the relative motion
based on ROEs [41,42].
The CNES mode is used when the FFIORD experiment is carried

out. During this experiment, different FF operations are performed,
such as autonomous rendezvous, station keeping at different
distances and offset positions from the orbit track, low-speed
translations in plane and out of plane, and collision-avoidance
maneuvering. Different orbit control functions are implemented. For
rendezvous purposes, impulsive maneuvers determined by inverting
the Yamanaka–Ankersen state transition matrix are performed.

Table 2 Summary of orbit control techniques andnavigation sensors
used PRISMA mission [19]

GNC modes
Navigation
sensors Relative orbit control

AFF GPS MPC
Manual mode —— Impulsive
DLR GPS Impulsive feedback control
CNES FFRF Impulsive maneuver, LQR, MPC
ARV (autonomous
rendezvous)

VBS Impulsive feedback control, MPC

PROX GPS or VBS MPC
FARM VBS MPC
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In contrast, a linear quadratic control is designed for the proximity
operations. Finally, a MPC-like method with fixed maneuver dates
and L2-norm criteria for the minimization of the propellant
consumption is designed for safe rendezvous or deployment from a
distance of about 10 to 100 m [19].
Depending on the operating GNC mode, different guidance laws

are implemented. The AFF mode uses passive target orbits uplinked
from the ground. During the PROX/FARM experiment, the guidance
function computes the optimal path among a set of nodes (flight map)
through optimization algorithms based on the solutions of linear and
integer programming problems. Finally, when the DLR mode is
operative, the onboard guidance system uses eccentricity/inclination
vector separation to avoid collision hazards from alongtrack position
uncertainties through the proper separation of the two spacecraft in
radial and crosstrack directions [35]. This approach guarantees
maximum operational safety in contingency cases and proves
robustness under the presence of maneuver execution errors as well
as communication losses.

4. Canadian Advanced Nanosatellite eXperiment-4 and -5

The Canadian Advanced Nanosatellite eXperiment-4 and -5
mission, developed by the Space Flight Laboratory at theUniversity
of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies, is a dual-satellite
formation-flying demonstration launched in June 2014 [43]. The
primary objective of the pair of nanosatellites (each 20 cm cube
weighing approximately 6 kg [44]) is to demonstrate formation
flying with a position control error of less than 1 m and a relative
position estimation error of less than 10 cm with low ΔV. The two
spacecraft were placed in a sun-synchronous near-circular orbit
(i � 98.2 deg; e � 0.001) at the initial mean altitude of 650 km.
The mission covers four separate formations: 1000 m alongtrack
orbit (ATO), 500 mATO, 100 m projected circular orbit (PCO), and
50 m PCO, where ATO indicates that a fixed distance is kept
between the two satellites in the same orbital plane in a “leader–
follower” configuration and PCO indicates that one satellite appears
to orbit around the other while traversing an orbit [44]. CanX-4 and
CanX-5 are both based on the generic nanosatellite bus [43].
CanX-4 is designated the role of chief, whereas CanX-5 is deputy.
Each satellite is equipped with an S-band transmitter and two
S-band patch antennas for downlink, as well as an ultrahigh-frequency
receiver with a canted turnstile antenna system for uplink. Data are
passed between the satellites via anS-band intersatellite link [44]. Both
satellites have the Canadian Nanospace Propulsion System for orbit
acquisition and phasing, station keeping, and formation control and
reconfiguration, consisting of four independently controlled cold-gas
thrusters arranged on one side of the satellite [45] and providing an
approximated total ΔV of 18 m∕s [44].

a. Navigation Solution. The three pieces of navigation and control
software used to meet the formation control requirements are the
formation-flying integrated onboard nanosatellite algorithm
(FIONA), the relative navigation (RelNav) algorithm, and the
onboard attitude system software (OASYS). The OASYS runs on
both spacecraft, whereas FIONA and RelNav run only on the deputy.
The FIONA computes formation-keeping and reconfiguration
control maneuvers, and it performs absolute state estimation of both
satellite orbits. It is responsible for autonomously computing the
formation reconfiguration and formation-keeping control maneu-
vers. The FIONA implements an extended Kalman filter to estimate
the absolute states of both the chief and deputy spacecraft later used to
compute the auxiliary control parameters and map the relative state
estimated by RelNav into the local vertical local horizontal
frame [44].
The RelNav algorithm is an extended Kalman filter that uses

carrier phase differential GPS techniques to estimate the relative state
of the deputy with respect to the chief [44]. Single-difference
pseudorange and carrier phase measurements were selected over
double differences for computational efficiency and an increased
chance of filter convergence [45]. The state vector used by RelNav is
given as x � �ΔrT;Δ_rT;Δb;ΔN1; : : : ;ΔNm�T , where Δr is the
relative position expressed in the Earth-centered Earth-fixed

reference frame, Δ _r is the relative velocity, Δb is the differential

clock error, andΔNi is the ith floating point single-difference carrier
phase ambiguity [44].
The relative state is propagated using pseudorelative dynamics

[44]. Given a chief position Rc;k and velocity _Rc;k at time tk, the
deputy position and velocity at time tk are given by Rd;k �
Rc;k � Δrk and _Rd;k � _Rc;k � Δ_rk. The relative state at time tk�1 is

obtained by integrating the perturbed absolute equations of motion

using one step of a fourth-order Runge–Kutta method for the chief

and deputy, and finally subtracting to obtain the relative states

Δrk�1 � Rd;k�1 − Rc;k�1 and Δ_rk�1 � _Rd;k�1 − _Rc;k�1 [45]. The

measurements are assumed to be uncorrelated, allowing the use of

scalar measurement updates, which reduces computational cost [44].

b. Formation Control and Guidance Solutions. The CanX-4&5
mission uses a control system called the drift recovery and station-

keeping (DRASTK) system to bring the deputy and chief spacecraft

into close proximity after ejection from the launch vehicle, placing

one spacecraft directly behind the other (approximately 3 km apart)

with as close to zero relative motion as possible. It aims to match

all orbital elements between the two satellites except true

anomaly, which is allotted a small difference. The control scheme

implemented for this task is based on Gauss variational equations.

DRASTK accounts for fuel spent on maneuvers, propellant leakage

over time, and the desire tomaximize the number of thrusts that take

place in sunlight, where attitude control is more reliable [44].
Once positioned in close proximity, the CanX-4&5 mission uses

the FIONA system, which consists of two types of controllers: one

each for formation keeping and reconfiguration. The FIONA

regularly determines the tracking error of the chaser and computes the

optimal thrusts to correct the error, implementing a pulsewidth

modulation strategy [46].
The FIONA’s formation-keeping controller is a discrete linear

quadratic regulator (LQR) designed using the tracking error x
∼ �

x − xref as a controller state. The reference trajectories xref are the

periodic solutions to the HCW equations, i.e.,

x�t� � 1

2
d1 sin�nt� α�

y�t� � d1 cos�nt� α� � d3

z�t� � d2 sin�nt� β� (12)

where n is the mean orbital motion of the chief satellite; and d1, d2,
d3, α, and β are the formation design parameters and depend on the

formation configuration, i.e., ATO or PCO (see Table 3).
The FIONA’s formation reconfiguration controller algorithm

identifies a set of impulsive maneuvers that minimize an energylike

cost function such that the final desired state is reached in the desired

amount of time. The reconfiguration algorithm requires a start time

and end time, as well as the number of impulses, and it uses the

Yamanaka–Ankersen state transition matrix (STM) to determine the

final state. Hereafter, the YA STM is reported for completeness:

x�t� � �x; _x; y; _y; z; _z�T � ϕ�f�ϕ−1�f�0��x�t0� (13)

with

Table 3 Formation design parameters [44]

Formation
configuration d1, m d2, m d3, m α, rad β, rad Duration, orbits

ATO 1000 60 30 1000 0 π∕2 11
ATO 500 60 30 500 0 π∕2 11
PCO 1000 100 100 0 0 0 11
PCO 50 50 50 0 �3∕2�π �3∕2�π 11
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ϕ�f� �

2
6666666666664

s c 2 − 3esI 0 0 0

_s _c −3e
�
_sI � s

k2

�
0 0 0

c
�
1� 1

k

�
−s

�
1� 1

k

�
−3k2I 1 0 0

−2s e − 2c −3�1 − 2esI� 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 cos f sin f

0 0 0 0 − sin f cos f

3
7777777777775

ϕ−1�f0� �
1

η2

2
6666666666664

− 3s�k�e2�
k2

c − 2e 0 − s�k�1�
k 0 0

−3
�
e� c

k

�
−s 0 −

�
c�k�1�

k � e
�

0 0

3k − η2 es 0 k2 0 0

− 3es�k�1�
k2

−2� ec η2 − es�k�1�
k 0 0

0 0 0 0 η2 cos f −η2 sin f

0 0 0 0 η2 sin f η2 cos f

3
7777777777775

(14)

where s� k sinf, c� k cosf, k� 1� ecosf, I � �μ2∕h3��t − t0�,
and η �

�������������
1 − e3

p
, withh as the orbital angularmomentumof the chief

and f as the true anomaly [7]. The Yamanaka–Ankersen STM is
chosen for its fidelity and computational efficiency. The thrusts are
spaced equally through the time domain specified by defined start and

end times [44].

5. Magnetospheric Multiscale

TheMagnetospheric Multiscale mission is a tetrahedral formation
made of four spacecraft operating in high elliptical orbits (1.2 Earth

radii perigee and 12 Earth radii apogee radius), developed by NASA
and launched in March 2015. The mission’s primary objective is to
study magnetic reconnection, energetic particle acceleration, and

turbulence in the Earth’s magnetosphere. The mission includes the
following two phases [47]:
1) In phase 1, the data are collected for the “day side” of the

magnetic field while the tetrahedral formation is resized from 160 to
10 km on a highly elliptical orbit.
2) In phase 2, first, a series of maneuvers are executed to

incrementally increase the orbital apogee of each spacecraft from 12
Earth radii to 25 Earth radii. Then, data are collected for the “night
side” of the magnetic field while the formation is resized from 400
to 30 km.
The main challenge of the mission is to maintain a sufficient safe

distance between satellites while keeping close enough formation to

enable significant data collection and performing as few maneuvers
as possible. The satellites are identical and have a launch mass of

1354 kg, except for satellite 4 placed at the top of launch stack that is
lighter (launch mass of 1339 kg) [48]. Each MMS satellite in the
formation is equippedwith 12monopropellant thrusters (eight 17.8N

thrusters oriented radially, and four 4.4N thrusters oriented axially),
which are capable of modulating the command signal through the

pulsewidth modulation technique. Moreover, each observatory is
equippedwith a microASC star tracker system (STS), two digital sun

sensors (DSSs), an acceleration measurement system (AMS), and a
GPS navigation system extremely sensitive to provide absolute
position information at the mission high altitude. The STS and AMS

are the primary closed-loop feedback sensors for attitude and
translational control, respectively. The STS provides time-stamped

attitude quaternion data packets at 4Hzwith a 3σ transverse and bore-
sight axis accuracies of 60 and 200 arcsec onds, respectively. The

AMS provides three-axis acceleration measurements and integrates
these samples in order to get the spacecraft velocity change. It has a
dynamic range of�25;000 μg, a resolution of 1 μg, and an effective
bandwidth of 250 Hz. The DSS provide the sun elevation in order to
time thruster pulses to get a power-positive and thermally safe

spacecraft orientation (sun acquisition mode) [48,49].

a. Navigation Solution. To perform the high-accuracy orbit
determination required for the formation maintenance, an onboard

navigation system is exploited. It consists of four GPS receivers, an

ultrastable oscillator, a signal processor card (SPC), and a RF card. All

the aforementioned hardware are duplicated for redundancy. The

navigation requirements depend on the operative conditions. During

the science phases, the absolute orbital positions of the spacecraft have

to be known to be within 100 km, root sum squares; whereas the

separation distance between the spacecraft has to be known to within

thegreater of 1%or100m. In addition, the onboardorbit determination

system has to provide absolute and relative orbit solutions with amean

semimajor axis accuracy of 50 and 70 m, respectively, for regions

above three Earth radius [50]. The navigation system uses GPS L1

pseudorange measurements and processes them through the Goddard

Enhanced Onboard Navigation System (GEONS) software installed

on the SPC. The GEONS software uses an extended Kalman filter to

estimate the spacecraft’s position, velocity, clock bias with respect to

GPS time, clock bias rate, and clock bias acceleration. The GEONS

implements a high-fidelity dynamical model including the effects of

Earth oblateness, atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, and

the gravity of near bodies. High-resolution thrust acceleration

measurements from the onboard accelerometer are also included in the

filter to model the formation maintenance maneuvers [50]. Table 4

summarizes the GEONS configuration.

b. Formation Control and Guidance Solutions. To accurately control
the geometry of formation, a closed-loop controller is implemented

on the attitude control subsystem (ACS) software. The MMS

controller is able to control all six degrees of freedom (6DOFs) using

Table 4 GEONS software configuration

GEONS software
elements Features

Estimator Extended Kalman filter
EKF. Estimation frequency of 30 s for maximum

12-GPS pseudorange measurements
Fourth-order Runge–Kutta

Dynamical model Earth gravity model: 13 × 13 joint earth gravity
models-2

Atmospheric drag:Harris–Priester atmospheric density
model

Solar radiation pressure: Spherical area model
Solar/lunar ephemeris: Polynomial fit to JPL definitive

ephemeris (DE)404
Maneuver model: Finite burn using 10 s averaged

accelerations
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separate logic for velocity control (translational motion, Delta-V

mode) and momentum control (rotational motion, Delta-H mode).

The velocity controller is a classic tracker with both a time-varying

target and velocity-estimate feedback. A predetermined velocity

change profile Δvtarget is uploaded to the spacecraft before each

maneuver in the form of a piecewise linear lookup table (velocity in

ECIJ2000 versus spacecraft time) [49]. The velocity change estimate

is defined as the expected value of the true variation value, i.e.,

Δv̂ � E�Δvtrue� (15)

where Δvtrue is computed by [51]

Δvtrue �
Z

t2

t1

Si
ba

�b�
k dτ�

h
Si
bω

�b� × r�b�cd − Si
b _r

�b�
c

i
t2

t1

−
Z

t2

t1

Si
bb

�b� dτ −
Z

t2

t1

Si
bη

�b� dτ (16)

The symbol Si
b in Eq. (16) indicates the direction-cosine matrix

transformation from the body fixed to the inertial reference frame.

Note that a�b�
k is the sampled acceleration provided by the

accelerometer in the AMS,ωb is the spacecraft angular velocity, r�b�cd
is the position vector from the spacecraft center of mass to the

accelerometer head, and rbc is the position of the spacecraft center of
mass. The terms b�b� and η�b� are the electromechanical bias vector

and sensor noise vectors, respectively. All vectors in Eq. (16) are

expressed in the body reference frame. Let us recall that the

measurements integral in Eq. (16),

Z
t2

t1

Si
ba

�b�
k dτ

are obtained by sampling the analog accelerometer of the AMS at

1 kHz. Because the velocity controller operates with a frequency of

4 Hz, the measurement integral contains 250 subsamples that are

combined to generate a single velocity increment. Thus, before

computing the integral, the ACS flight software transforms the kth
sample forward in time to what is assumed will be the final reference

frame, i.e.,

Z
t2

t1

Si
ba

�b�
k dτ ≈ Si

b250

X250
k�1

Sb250
bk

a�bk�
k ⋅ �tk − tk−1� (17)

where the attitude matrix superscript and subscript, “b250” and “bk,”
indicate the body orientation at times t250 and tk, respectively.

Finally, the velocity control regulates the servo-error quantity

e � Δvtarget − Δv̂.
The previously described velocity controller allows tracking the

inertially commanded velocity profile with a maximum magnitude

error of 5 mm∕s (3σ) for maneuvers lower than 0.5 m∕s and

accuracy lower than 1% otherwise, as well as direction accuracy of

1.5 deg (see Table 5), in accordance with the formation maintenance

maneuver execution requirements derived by the operational

constraints of maneuvering the fleet no more often than once

every week.
The MMS controller can also control the nutation, spin rate, and

momentum slews (momentum control). This is based on the globally

stable Lyapunovmethod and adapted for discrete thrusting use on the

MMS. A detailed description of the momentum control law is out of

the scope of this paper. However, a comprehensive analysis of the
attitude controller can be found in [52].

6. Autonomous Vision Approach Navigation and Target Identification

Autonomous Vision Approach Navigation and Target Identi-
fication experiment is a secondary experiment within the DLR
Firebird mission launched on 22 June 2016 with the purpose of
demonstrating and testing systems for the safe fuel-efficient fully
autonomous approach and rendezvous for on-orbit servicing of a
noncooperative client satellite. The two satellites that make up the
formation are the chaser BIROS (130 kg) and the target Berlin
Experimental and Educational Satellite 4 (BEESAT-4; 1 Unit
CubeSat, 1 kg) [53]. The BIROS satellite moves on a sun-
synchronous orbit (i � 97.56 deg) at an altitude of 515 km. The
system operates at far- to midrange alongtrack separation distances
(10 km to hundreds ofmeters) [54].BIROS is equippedwith twoGPS
antennas and a single-direction propulsion system consisting of cold-
gas (nitrogen, N2) thrusters. An attitude control system slews
maneuver the satellite body in the desired thrust direction. In
addition, it carries a star tracker camera, which it uses for far-range
imaging of the target [55]. The BEESAT-4 picosatellite has no orbital
control.

a. Navigation Solution. AVANTI uses vision-based navigation,
imaging the noncooperative “client” satellite using star tracker
cameras. The navigation system uses a kinematic approach to
identify the target satellite and the density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm to isolate spots on
images, indicating the target satellite’s trajectory. Luminosity
information is used only when several bright spots are present as
possible targets. The line-of-sight measurements are sent to an
extended Kalman filter. The system uses ROE to characterize the
relative state, using a linear dynamics model, subject to secular J2
perturbation effects and differential drag [53,56]. Including
perturbations has been shown to improve observability of the
dynamics system in the absence of range/depth information,
motivating further research into developing analytical dynamics
models that capture additional relevant perturbations [55].

b. Formation Control and Guidance. The maneuver planning (MAP)
and commandingmodule included in theAVANTI software solves an
optimal control problemover an extended period of time to determine
multi-impulsive maneuvers required for formation reconfiguration
and keeping, which minimize fuel consumption [55,57]. In further
details, the optimization problem is split into two phases. First, the
sequence of m relative orbital element states δαi to achieve the
desired final state δαF is computed (guidance step). The search of
intermediate configurations δαi is carried out by minimizing the
delta-V cost expressed through the following objective function [57]:

J �
Xm
i�1

�Δkδik�2i �
Xm
i�1

�Δδa�2i �
Xm
i�1

�Δδλ�2i �
Xm
i�1

�Δkδek�2i
(18)

where �Δδα�i indicates the ith variation of ROE [see Eq. (5)]
occurring at time ti. The final relative state is computed using the state
transition matrix associated with the linear ROE-based dynamics
model including the mean effect due to J2 and the differential drag.
More specifically, the perturbing effect due to the atmospheric drag is
included in the linear model of the relative dynamics as a linear
variation of the relative semimajor axis with respect to the elapsed
time, i.e.,

δ _a � −
1

n
ΔBρv2 (19)

whereΔB is the difference of the ballistic coefficients of the satellites;
whereas ρ, ΔB, and n are the atmospheric density, the deputy
(BIROS) velocity with respect to the atmosphere, and the mean
motion.

Table 5 Maneuver required accuracy [51]

Features

Maneuver size Magnitude Direction

0–0.10 5 mm∕s 40 → 5 deg
0.10–0.5 5 mm∕s 5 → 1.5 deg
>0.5 1% 1.5 deg
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The evolution P0 � aζ0 → PF � aζF, with

ζ �
h
δ _a; δa; δλ; δex; δey; δix; δiy

i
T

is determined through the following expression,

PF � ΦF;0P0 �ΦF;1a�Δδα�1� · · · �ΦF;ma�Δδα�m (20)

where �Δδα�i represents the variations of ROEs that occur at time ti
due to the impulsive maneuver execution; and ΦF;i is

ΦF;i�

2
666666666666664

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

tF− ti 1 0 0 0 0 0

−3
4
nΔt2i −3

4
nΔti 1 0 0 −21

2
nγ sin�2i�Δti 0

0 0 0 1 − _φΔti 0 0

0 0 0 _φΔti 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 3nγ sin�i�2Δti 1

3
777777777777775

Δti��tF− ti� (21)

In Eq. (21), the terms γ and _φ are γ � J2R
2
EARTH∕�2a2�1 − e2�2�

and _φ � 3∕2nγ�5 cos �i�2 − 1�, respectively. The problem of

minimizing the function J in Eq. (18) while satisfying the final

condition reported in Eq. (20) consists of two disjointed problems in

the subsets (Δδ _a;Δδa;Δδλ;Δδix;Δδiy) and (Δδex;Δδey) that can
be solved analytically. The solution is omitted here for brevity.

However, we address the reader to [57] for more details.
In the second phase, the magnitude and the locations of the

maneuvers required to achieve the precomputed ROE discontinuities

are scheduled in the permissible time slots by exploiting a fully

analytical four-burn maneuvering scheme (i.e., three in-plane and

one out-of-plane maneuvers) that locally guarantees the delta-V

minimization [58]. The previously described solution implemented

in theMAP allows definition of a passively safe trajectory during the

whole reconfiguration period if a passively safe final state is reached

from an initial one with similar eccentricity/inclination separation.
Ultimately, in order to reduce the collision risk between the

satellites, the reconfiguration maneuver design is based on the e∕i
vector separation concept. A further tool for maneuver safety

assessment is provided by a dedicated onboard unit, named onboard

safety monitoring, which propagates the relative orbit through the

analytical solution given by Eq. (20), starting from the latest ground-

based best available true value of the relative state, in order to validate

safety level of the postmaneuver trajectory.
A tabular summary of the previously presented missions is

reported in the Appendix in Table A2.

III. GNC System Design

The onboard GNC system is responsible of the following tasks
(see Fig. 11):
1) The first task is navigation. It has to determine/predict the state

with the required accuracy to be provided the controller and the
guidance functions. A navigation system generally consists of a filter
that processes the various information inputs obtained from different
sensors from the actuators or from external sources in the case of a
communication link with the ground station. The purpose of such a
filter is to obtain an estimate of the translational state with reduced
noise errors.
2) The second task is guidance. It has to provide the desired state

vector at each point in time, which will then be compared with the
estimated state, provided by the navigation system, enabling the
controller to generate the required commands. Thus, the guidance
function has to a) determine the execution time and duration of
maneuvers, and b) generate relative position and velocity profiles for
closed-loop controlled trajectories and hold points.
3) The third task if control. It has to provide force commands to

correct the deviations between guidance and navigation states. The
performance of such a control loop is determined by the dynamic
behavior and errors of its elements and by the disturbances acting
on them.
As illustrated in Fig. 11, the control loops for trajectory control

include the sensors for position/attitude measurements; the GNC
functions, which are implemented in software in the onboard
computer (i.e., the navigation, guidance, and control functions); and
the thrusters and other actuators for position/attitude control.
In the following sections, we discuss the GNC performance

requirements for each objective-related class of FFmissions based on
the survey presented in Sec. II. Let us remark that these requirements
depend on many factors. First, they are derived from the mission
objective. For the sake of the example, a synthetic-aperture radar
(SAR)-interferometry mission such as TanDEM-X (see Sec. II.C.2)
requires a relatively low relative orbit control accuracy (∼200 m in
the alongtrack direction) and a meter-level accuracy for the
navigation accuracy. On the contrary, a dual-spacecraft telescope in
LPO might need more stringent constraints on control and relative
state determination accuracies to guarantee the functionality of the
payload. In addition, the requirements of the GNC system depend on
the level of autonomy of the spacecraft. For a complete autonomous
system, GNC might perform FDIR operations, generally
implemented by the control center on the ground.

A. Control Accuracy Requirements

In this section, we present the control accuracy requirements based
on the survey presented in Sec. II for each objective-related class of
FF missions, i.e., space science, Earth observation/remote sensing,
and Earth science.
According to the authors of [13,59], the controller performance

can be related to the mean intersatellite distance. More specifically,
the achievable relative position accuracy has to be roughly two orders
of magnitude lower than the intersatellite distance, if no other

Fig. 11 General GNC system architecture.
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requirements are imposed by the primary mission goal. Table 6

reports the typical performances required by a controller to execute

the proximity operations. Space science missions tend to be the most

demanding in terms of relative orbit control accuracy. Thesemissions

include, among others, space-based telescopes such as the X-ray

evolving universe spectroscopy (XEUS) mission and a dual-

spacecraft x-ray telescope operating in a low perturbed environment

(e.g., LPO) and designed by the ESA in collaboration with NASA to

investigate the high-redshift universe [60]; for this type of mission,

high accuracy (order of millimeters to centimeters) is due to the

alignment requirements for the observatory elements, the mirror, and

the detector. A lower accuracy is generally needed by Earth

observation/remote sensing and Earth science missions (hundreds of

meters and kilometers, respectively). Two examples of these

categories are TanDEM-X and GRACE. TanDEM-X requires a

control accuracy of 20m in the radial and normal direction and 200m

alongtrack, whereas the two spacecraft of GRACE have tomaintain a

relative alongtrack distance of 200� 50 km during the nominal

science operations (see Secs. II.B and II.A, respectively, for more

details).

Note that achieving the performances reported in Table 6 might

pose different challenges from a control design standpoint,

depending on the operating orbital regime. In other words, meeting

high control accuracy in LEO (e.g., centimeter level) might be much

more challenging thanmeeting the same requirement at the Lagrange

point due to the different values of differential perturbing

accelerations acting on the spacecraft.

B. Navigation Accuracy Requirements

This section shows the accuracy requirements for a navigation

system based on the survey presented in Sec. II. Table 7 summarizes

the relative position accuracy for each objective-related class of

missions. Accordingly, the most demanding requirements are

associated with space science missions. Let us remark that the low

corresponding accuracy value reported in Table 7 relies on the deep-

space dual-spacecraft telescope planned to fly in the future, as EXO-S

or Stellar Imager. Future distributed systems for the deep-space

observation, in fact, will require a high control performance to

achieve their mission goals and, consequently, a navigation system

that enables us to estimate the relative state with extraordinary

precision. Earth science and Earth observation missions show less

strict constraints on the navigation accuracy, varying from 1 to 10 m.

This fact is due to the lower accuracy for these missions on the

required control performances, as shown by Tandem-X and GRACE

missions (see fourth columns in the Appendix in Table A2).

C. Overview of Relative Navigation Technology

At the present, five families of systems are used for the relative

navigation in FF missions, i.e., 1) GPS-based systems, 2) RF-based

systems, 3) radar systems, 4) vision-based systems, and 5) laser-

based systems.

The GPS-based system uses a navigation filter (e.g., the EKF) to
processes theGPS signal (raw data, Doppler data, and time reference)
to determine the relative position and velocity; it provides accuracies
that range from meter to millimeter and from centimeters per second
to millimeters per second for the relative position and velocity,
respectively, depending on implemented algorithm for filtering and
onboard autonomy level [19]. It is obvious that this system requires a
cooperative target and is only available in Earth orbit.
RF-based systems uses a RF signal, commonly in S, Ku, Ka, and L

bands, to estimate, through the implementation of a navigation filter,
the range and range rate between spacecraft. The RF-based ranging
system relies on a signal modulation technique called the direct
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS). The DSSS uses a periodic high
rate pseudorandom noise waveform to spread a low rate data signal
modulated on a carrier wave over a wider bandwidth [19]. The
RF-based navigation system consists of one transmitter, one receiver,
and several antennas to enable the coarse-mode intersatellite distance
estimation (meter level) based on pseudorange measurements, fine-
mode distance (centimeter level), and line-of-sight estimation
(subdegree level) based on carrier phases in addition to pseudorange.
Within this navigation system class, the FFRF is the only one ever
flown: it was developed by TAS France, TAS Spain, andGMV; and it
qualified on the PRISMAmission (see Sec. II.C.3). It was designed to
provide ranging and LOS measurements for up to four satellites and
for an operational range from 10 m to 10 km. This can achieve
accuracies better than 1 cm alongtrack and of about 33 cm crosstrack
below a 1 kmdistance (for more details about the FFRF performance,
we address the reader to [19] chapter 6). Let us point out that the
RF-based systems provide an accuracy that depends on the range
between the spacecraft.
Radar systems provide the range and range rate by measuring the

phase difference and the Doppler shift between the transmitted and the
echo signals. They are also capable of providing theLOSmeasurement
bymeasuring the delay or phase shift between signals received by two
antennas mounted on a baseline at a given distance. This class of
sensors is generally used during far-range rendezvous operations
(maximum range of 100 km), providing a meter-level accuracy.
The vision-based system is a promising technology for relative

navigation and attitude determination. It mainly consists of a camera
and, in the case of active system, of a series of LEDs that illuminate
some retroreflectors conveniently installed on the tracked spacecraft.
These systems generally use techniques and algorithms capable of
extracting features of the tracked satellite (such as binarization,
contour mapping, and edge detection) in order to set up the synthetic
information to determine the relative pose. The estimation of the
relative position and velocity is obtained by processing the camera
output into a filtering algorithm, together with the dynamics model
[19]. An example of this type of system is the VBS system installed
on board the PRISMA mission (see Sec. II.C.3).
Laser systems use the same principles of RF sensors. A signal is

transmitted by an emitter generally installed on the maneuverable
satellite, and the reflected signal is then captured back to determine
the range and the LOS. Themain difference in technology is given by
the wavelength of the electromagnetic signal. In fact, for this type of
instrument, the wavelength of the emitted signal is in the near-
infrared length on the order of 1000 nm, depending on the available
laser diode technology. The relative distance is determined either by
measuring the time of flight for the pulse laser system or by the shift
of phase of the returning signal for the continuous wave laser range
finder. The LOS angle to the target can also be determined by
scanning the laser beam and measuring the angle at which a return
signal is received [61]. Moreover, optical reflectors on tracked
spacecraft are needed to reflect back the laser beam. The typical
operating range varies from less than 1 m to a few kilomenters. This
system can provide an accuracy from a few millimeters to about
30 mm, depending on the measurement principle, i.e., continuous or
pulsed laser signal. The main drawbacks for this system are the high
cost, mass, and power consumption as compared to other relative
sensors. Note that a filtering process is needed to determine the
relative position and velocity from the range andLOSmeasurements,
as it is for the other systems.

Table 6 Relative orbit control accuracy and mean inter-satellite
distance for objective-related class of FF missions

FF mission classes Accuracy range Intersatellite distance

Space science 0.1–10 cm 35 m–80,000 km
Earth science 100 m–50 km 50–200 km
Earth observation/remote sensing 10–200 m 50 m–100 km

Table 7 Relative navigation accuracy for
objective-related class of FF missions

FF mission classes Accuracy range

Space science 1 mm–100 m
Earth science 1–10 m
Earth observation/remote sensing 1–10 m
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Table 8 summarizes the main features of the aforementioned
navigation systems and reports the order of magnitude of achievable
accuracy with respect to the state of the art of technology.

D. Development Lines in GNC Design

In Sec. II.B, we presented the main technological trends for future
FF missions and briefly discussed the impact that these trends might
have on the GNC design. Consequently, hereafter, we discuss the
areas correlated to GNC design in which researchers should
concentrate their efforts to accomplish the challenges posed by the
next generation of FF missions.

1. Relative Dynamics Modeling

As discussed in Sec. II.B, both the growing need of onboard
autonomy and the requirement of high dynamic range will imply the
development of high-accuracy techniques for the orbit control and
relative navigation solutions, as well as computationally efficient
methods for the determination of guidance profile. To date, the
onboard GNC system is mainly based on a linear relative dynamics
model, including the perturbations due to the Earth oblateness and
atmospheric drag at most [7,22]. However, in order to respond to the
increasing demand of high performance, more accurate models
should be investigated. For example, the guidance/control solution
for impulsive maneuvering of a formation operating in the HEO
regime might take advantage of the inclusion in the dynamics model
of solar radiation pressure (SRP) and third-body perturbations from
the sun and moon. In this scenario, in fact, the magnitude of relative
acceleration due to J2/J3 perturbation decreases, getting closer to
relative accelerations caused by the aforementioned perturbations.
Thismeans that, to accurately describe the relativemotion in theHEO
regime, SRP and third-body perturbations cannot be ignored.
Analogous considerations might be done for the missions operating
in the LPO regime. In addition, the formulation of such a more
accurate relative dynamics model has to allow the derivation of an
associated analytical solution (i.e., the computation of an associated
STM and input matrix) to keep the computational load of GNC
functions low. For instance, the STM can be used to efficiently
propagate the covariance and the trajectory in the prediction step of a
Kalman filter. In this way, the inclusion of perturbations in the
dynamics model will greatly enhance the filter accuracy without
affecting the computational performance.

2. Navigation System

As widely discussed in previous sections, GPS-based systems
have been used for relative navigation in many FF missions because
they provide high accuracy, robustness, and flexibility, with a
relatively low acquisition cost. However, the performance in terms of
navigation accuracy lowers when spacecraft operate in an orbital
regime different fromLEO, such as theHEO regime (about 30 cm at a
radial distance of up to 17 Earth radii [62]), as they are not compatible

with the future high-accuracy requirements (see Sec. II.B). In
addition, this type of system cannot be exploited for those missions
planned to fly in the LPO regime. In light of this, other systems such
as the optical sensor and laser interferometer should be used to
guarantee the requiredmetrology performance in the aforementioned
orbital regimes. Let us remark that a video-based system can also be
used with a noncooperative target and, more than the laser system, it
is compatible with the low-power constraints posed by the use of a
small satellite. Thus, it is a promising alternative for the relative
navigation for future FF missions. Recently, a video-based system
has been tested in orbit during the ARGON experiment, performed in
the PRISMAmission (see Sec. II.C.3 formore details). However, this
system shall be validated, in terms of the hardware and algorithm for
feature extraction, to operate in the HEO and LPO environments.

3. Orbit Control

The use of small satellites for FF missions entails lower available
onboard power and thrust levels. For example, the mDOT mission,
which is the dual-spacecraft telescope proposed by SLAB at Stanford
University [14], foresees the use of a cold-gas propulsion system
(VACCO Industriesmicropropulsion system¶) capable of providing a
maximum thrust of 25mN for its main configuration or, alternatively,
of the electrospray system (Busek electrospray thruster**) able to
provide a maximum thrust of 1 mN. To cope with the decrease of
thrust level available on board for future FF missions, more efficient
orbit control techniques should be developed that allow combining
the continuous-thrust and impulsive solutions for maneuvering in
order to satisfy the low-thrust constraints, without renouncing
high-accuracy performance, and to meet the robustness/flexibility
requirements due to the growing onboard autonomy. The authors of
this paper have already investigated a hybrid solution using optimal
control theory and the primer vector approach [15]; currently, they are
studying amore complexmethod for relativemotion control based on
the combination of input shaping filtering theory and primer vector
theory to get a semianalytical optimal solution that satisfies the low-
thrust constraint while guaranteeing high accuracy and robustness,
facilitating its onboard implementation.

IV. Conclusions

In this paper, more than 35 formation flying missions were
reviewed in order 1) to determine the state of the art of the onboard
guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) subsystem in terms of
technologies (hardware and software) and achievable performances,
and 2) to identify the new trends for this class of missions and how
these affect the design of GNC. In addition, the main development

Table 8 Sensors for relative navigation used in FF missions

Sensor Measurements Achievable accuracy Remarks

GPS-based system Relative position mm–cm Earth missions
Absolute position Cooperative target required

RF-based system Range cm–m Cooperative targets (transceiver, antennas on target)
Range rate

LOS

Radar system Range m Uncooperative or cooperative targets
Range rate

LOS

Vision-based system Range μm-mm Cooperative (patterns, LEDs) or uncooperative targets
(shape known and complex image processing)LOS

Relative attitude Illumination constraints
Specific algorithm for the features extracting are required

Laser-based system Range mm Retroreflectors on target for better performances
LOS High mass, cost, power

Relative attitude Relatively short operative range

¶Data available online at http://www.vacco.com/images/uploads/pdfs/
MicroPropulsionSystems_0714.pdf [retrieved 13 September 2016].

**Data available online at http://www.busek.com/technologies__espray.
htm [retrieved 13 September 2016].
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lines for theGNCsubsystem required to achieve the challenges posed
by the next generation of formation-flying missions were discussed.
From the presented survey, it turned out that the most strict
requirements in terms of control and navigation performances are
associated with the space science missions; for this class of
formation-flying missions, centimeter- and millimeter-level accu-
racies are needed for control and navigation, respectively (control
accuracy range of 0.1–10 cm, navigation accuracy range of 1 mm–

100 m). Moreover, three key aspects emerged: future missions will
1) require more onboard autonomy, 2) require higher dynamic range
performance, and 3) exploit a smaller satellite bus to accomplish their
goals. These technological trends pose new challenges for the design
of the GNC system, mainly related to the development of robust and
accurate methodologies for the orbit control and relative navigation,
as well as computationally efficient techniques for the guidance. In
light of the aforementioned, the development lines were identified in

the GNC system design for the areas of dynamics modeling, orbit

control, and the navigation system. New relative dynamics models

that allow the inclusion of orbital perturbations, such as solar

radiation pressure and third body from (at least) the sun and moon,

and the determination of associated analytical solutions to improve

the performance of the guidance and filtering process should be

investigated. In addition, efficient orbit control techniques capable of

combining the continuous-thrust and impulse solutions for spacecraft

maneuvering in order to satisfy the low-thrust constraints and tomeet

the robustness/flexibility requirements due to the growing onboard

autonomy should be developed. Ultimately, a video-based system

(hardware and software) should be validated and tested to work on

board of vehicles operating in the HEO and LPO regimes.

Appendix: Reviewed FF Missions

Table A1 Summary of reviewed FF missionsa,b

No.
Launch
year Mission Leading organization Objective References

1 2000 CLUSTER NASA (U.S.), ESA (Europe) To study the interaction between the solar wind
and the Earth’s magnetosphere.

[63,64]

2 2002 GRACE DLR (Germany), NASA (U.S.) To derive global high-resolution models of the
mean and the time-variable components of the
Earth’s gravity field.

[16–19,21,65]

3 2006 Japan Canada joint
collaboration

SATellites–Formation
Flying

Canadian Space Agency (Canada) To demonstrate the viability of a space
technology qualifying system based on
microsatellite (Autonomous Formation Flight
experiment with aerodynamic drag control and
GPS-based relative navigation).

[66]

4 2010 TanDEM-X DLR (Germany) Generation of a global, consistent, timely and
high-precision DEM of the Earth.

[19,23,24,31,67]

5 2010 Formation autonomy
spacecraft with thrust,
Relnav, attitude and

crosslink

University of Texas (U.S.) To investigate enabling technologies crucial for
satellite formations, including on-orbit
microthrust capability, relative navigation,
attitude determination, and satellite crosslink
communications.

[68]

6 2010 PRISMA Swedish Space Corporation (Sweden) To perform GNC and sensor technology
experiments for future formation-flyingmissions.

[34–36,40,41,69–71]

7 2011 Gravity recovery and
interior laboratory

NASA (U.S) To measure the moon’s gravity field in
unprecedented detail.

[72]

8 2011 Formation for
atmospheric science
and technology
demonstration

Technical University of Delft (TU Delft;
The Netherlands) and Tsinghua
University of Beijing (China)

To demonstrate autonomous formation flying
using various communication architectures with
distributed propulsion systems and Micro
ElectroMechanical Systems technology.

[19]

9 2011 Dynamic Ionosphere
CubeSat Experiment

ASTRA, LLC (U.S.), Utah State
University/Space Dynamics Laboratory
(U.S.), Embry–Riddle Aeronautical
University (U.S.), Clemson University,
Clemson (U.S.)

To map the geomagnetic SEDb plasma bulge and
plume formations in Earth’s ionosphere.

[73]

10 2012 AeroCube-4 The Aerospace Corporation (U.S.) To demonstrate formation rephasing using
atmospheric drag and deployable wings.

[74,75]

11 2012 HummerSat-1 DFH Satellite Company, Ltd. (China) To demonstrate the capability of close formation-
flying technologies such as relative navigation,
guidance and control, intersatellite crosslink, and
command.

[76]

12 2012 Shi Jang-9 China National Space Administration
(China) Chinese Academy of Space
Technology (China)

To demonstrate the functionality of a range of
newly developed formation-flying techniques
and components.

[77]

13 2013 Focused
investigations of

relativistic electron
burst intensity, range,

and dynamics

Montana State University (U.S.),
University of NewHampshire (U.S.), The
Aerospace Corporation (U.S.), and Los
Alamos National Laboratories (U.S.)

To study the properties of so-called “relativistic
electron microbursts.”

[78]
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Table A1 (Continued.)

No.
Launch
year Mission Leading organization Objective References

14 2014 Automated navigation
and guidance

experiment for local
space

U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory To evaluate techniques for detection, tracking,
and characterizing of space objects, as well as
attribution of actions in space.

[79]

15 2014 CanX-4/CanX-5 University of Toronto, Institute for
Aerospace Studies/Space Flight
Laboratory (Canada)

To demonstrate formation-flying technology such
as differential GPS techniques for high-accuracy
relative position determination, fuel-efficient
algorithms, and autonomy in maintenance of
dual-formation high-accuracy control systems.

[43–46,80]

16 2015 FIREBIRD-II Montana State University (U.S.),
University of NewHampshire (U.S.), The
Aerospace Corporation (U.S.), and Los
Alamos National Laboratories (U.S.)

See FIREBIRD mission. [81]

17 2015 MMS NASA (U.S) To investigate the physics of magnetic
reconnection.

[49,50,82,83]

18 2015 Tianwang-1 Nanjing University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (China)

To demonstrate formation flying and intersatellite
communication between three satellites.

[84]

19 2016 Autonomous
assembly of a

reconfigurable space
tele-scope

California Institute of Technology (U.S.),
and Surrey Space Centre of the University
of Surrey (U.K.)

To demonstrate the hardware and techniques
needed to autonomously assemble a
reconfigurable space telescope in orbit.

[85]

20 2016 AeroCube 7-Optical
Communication and
Sensor Demonstration

The Aerospace Corporation (U.S.) To demonstrate communications and proximity
operations capabilities for CubeSats and other
spacecraft.

[86]

21 2016 SENTINEL-1A/1B ESA (Europe) To provide Copernicus program (previously
known as Global Monitoring for Environment
and Security) and national services with SAR
data for land and ocean monitoring.

[87]

22 2016 Jason-3/2 National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (U.S.), European
Organization for the Exploitation of
Meteorological Satellites (Europe), Centre
National d’Etudes Spatiales (France)

To provide ocean surface topography
measurements.

[88]

23 2016 BIROS/BEESAT-4
(AVANTI
experiment)

DLR (Germany), Technical University of
Berlin (Germany)

To demonstrate the feasibility of autonomous,
fuel-efficient, and safe proximity operations.

[53–55,89]

24 2016 CubeSat Astronomy
by NASA and Yonsei

using Virtual
telescope ALignment

eXperiment

NASA (U.S.) A, Korea’s Yonsei
University (Republic of Korea) andKorea
Aerospace Research Institute (Republic
of Korea)

To validate technologies that allow two spacecraft
to fly in formation along an inertial line of sight (i.
e., align two spacecraft to an inertial source).

[90]

25 2016 DelFFI TU Delft (The Netherlands) To characterize low thermosphere with enhanced
scientific return by using distributed observation
on various geometric baselines and demonstrate
autonomous formation flying using various GNC
architectures.

[91]

26 2016 CubeSat proximity
operations

demonstration

Tyvak Inc. (U.S.) To demonstrate various rendezvous, proximity
operations, and docking scenarios in order to
validate and characterize several miniature low-
power avionics technologies for application to
future NASA missions.

[92–96]

27 2016 Space autonomous
mission for swarming
and geolocation with

nanosatellites

Israel Institute of Technology/Distributed
Space Systems Laboratory (Israel)

To demonstrate long-term autonomous cluster
flight of multiple satellites and determine the
position of a cooperative terrestrial emitter based
on time difference of arrival and/or frequency
difference of arrival.

[97]

28 2017 Prox-1 Georgia Institute of Technology (U.S.) To demonstrate proximity operations for space
situational awareness through theuseof a low-thrust
propulsion system for orbital maneuvering, as well
as visible and infrared imaging for reconnaissance.

[98]

29 2018 XEUS NASA (U.S.), ESA (Europe) To provide a large-aperture x-ray telescope
combined with high spectral and time resolution
instruments, capable of investigating matter
under extreme conditions and the evolution of the
early universe.

[99,100]

30 2018 Rascal (St. Louis
University- 04)

St. Louis University (U.S.) To demonstrate key technologies for proximity
operations and space situational awareness such
as infrared imaging, 6DOF propulsion, RF
proximity sensing, and automated operations.

[101]
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Table A1 (Continued.)

No.
Launch
year Mission Leading organization Objective References

31 2019 PROBA-3 ESA (Europe) To demonstrate technologies and techniques for
highly precise satellite formation flying.

[4,102,103]

32 2025 EXO-S NASA (U.S.) Space telescope to discover and analyze
terrestrial extrasolar planets.

[9]

33 2025 Stellar Imager NASA (U.S.) To study solar and stellar magnetic activities and
their impact on spaceweather, planetary climates,
and life.

[10,104]

34 TBD Milli-Arc-second
structure imager

NASA (U.S.) X-ray space telescope to study black holes. [105]

35 TBD mDOT Stanford University/Space Rendezvous
Laboratory NASA (U.S.)

To study exozodiacal dust and exoplanets by
direct imaging methods while demonstrating the
technology readiness of a miniaturized occulter/
telescope spacecraft pair.

[14]

36 TBD SULFRO Chinese Academy of Space Technology
(China)

Ultra-low-frequency observatory to study the
history of the dark age.

[12]

37 TBD SWIFT JPL (U.S.) To investigate the formation-flying technologies
when an enormous number (1000 or more) of
femtosatellite spacecraft is exploited.

[11,106]

aU.S. denotes the United States.
bSED denotes storm-enhanced density.

Table A2 Summary of GNC features for reviewed missions

Mission
Dynamical model for
guidance Controller type Required control accuracy Navigation system

Required navigation
accuracy

TerraSAR-X and
TanDEM-X

e/i vector separation
using ROEs [24].

Impulsive control in pairs
of maneuvers to maintain
desired relative orbit, using
algorithm described in
[24,32]. The propulsion
system is detailed in Sec. II.
C.2.

20 m in radial and
crosstrack directions, and
200 m in alongtrack [19]

The navigation hardware is
detailed in Sec. II.C.2. A
least-squares batch (ROD)
adjustment of position and
velocity, drag coefficient,
solar radiation coefficient,
extended maneuvers, and
measurement biases is
performed to derive the
orbit product for formation
monitoring and control
purposes. The ROD
process uses the processed
TOR-IGOR data.

Absolute position
accuracy: 10 cm; relative
position accuracy: 0.5 m
crosstrack and 1 m
alongtrack.

PRISMA e/i vector separation
with relative orbital
elements [36].

Different approaches are
implemented, depending
on the executed experiment
during the mission: mainly
impulsive, linear quadratic
regulator, and model
predictive controllers
(Sec. II.C.3). The
propulsion system is
detailed in Sec. II.C.3.

<25 m at distances of 100
to 2000 m [41]

The navigation hardware is
detailed in Sec. II.C.3. The
GPS navigation algorithm
computes the relative state
by differencing the two
absolute states through an
EKF [71]. The vision-
based navigation system
uses a kinematic approach,
and it determines the range
and line of sight during
approach with the aid of
LEDs [69].

GPS system: relative
position and velocity
accuracy <3 m and
<1 cm∕s; relative position
and velocity accuracy
<0.1 m and <0.2 mm∕s
[71]. Ground-in-the-loop
relative position accuracy
<1 cm [40]. VBS system:
at far range (1000 km)
accuracy is 30 m, and at
close range (5 m), accuracy
increases to 0.5 mm [69].

CanX-4 and -5 For both ATO and
PCO configurations,
the guidance
trajectories are the
periodic solutions to
the HCWequations.

Formation-keeping
system: FIONA linear state
feedback control law with
gain matrix developed
from LQR method.
Pulsewidth modulation
strategy used [46].
Reconfiguration system:
Relative motion STM-
based algorithm to
determine fuel-optimal
maneuvers [45]. The
propulsion system is
detailed in Sec. II.C.4.

Relative position <1 m
[43]

The navigation hardware is
detailed in Sec. II.C.4. The
navigation system uses an
extended Kalman filter for
coarse and fine modes of
GPS-based estimation
[45].

Absolute position
accuracy: coarse 2–5 m,
fine 2–5 cm. absolute
Velocity accuracy: coarse:
5–10 cm∕s, fine:
1–3 cm∕s [80]. Relative
position accuracy: <10 cm
[43].
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Mission
Dynamical model for
guidance Controller type Required control accuracy Navigation system

Required navigation
accuracy

MMS A predetermined
velocity change
profile uploaded to the
spacecraft before each
maneuver in the form
of a piecewise linear
lookup table (velocity
in ECIJ2000 versus
spacecraft time) is
used as guidance [50].

Velocity control: Classic
tracker responsible for
mapping velocity
commands to appropriate
thrusters. [49]. The
propulsion system is
detailed in Sec. II.C.5.

Absolute position error
<100 km with 99%
probability; relative
position error between any
two spacecraft <1% scalar
separations or 100 m with
99% probability [107].

The navigation hardware is
detailed in Sec. II.C.5. The
navigation system uses
GPS L1 pseudorange
measurements and
processes them through
GEONS software. This
uses an EKF to estimate the
spacecraft’s position,
velocity, clock bias with
respect to GPS time, clock
bias rate, and clock bias
acceleration. The GEONS
implements a high-fidelity
dynamicalmodel including
the effects of Earth
oblateness, atmospheric
drag, solar radiation
pressure, the gravity of near
bodies, and high-resolution
thrust acceleration
measurements from the
onboard accelerometer
[51].

The absolute orbital
positions have to be known
to within 100 km, root sum
squares; whereas the
separation distance
between the spacecraft has
to be known to within the
greater of 1% or 100 m
(science phases). The
onboard orbit
determination system has
to provide absolute and
relative orbit solutions with
mean SMA accuracies of
50 and 70 m, respectively,
for regions above three RE.

BIROS/AVANTI A linearized
dynamical model,
taking into account
drag and J2
perturbations, is
exploited. An optimal
control problem is
solved to determine
the location of
impulsive maneuvers
and the associated
variation of ROEs to
minimize the fuel
consumption [57].

The magnitude and the
maneuvers required to
achieve the precomputed
ROE discontinuities are
scheduled in the
permissible time slots by
exploiting a fully analytical
four-burn maneuvering
scheme (i.e., three in-plane
and one out-of-plane
maneuvers) that locally
guarantee the delta-V
minimization [60]. The
propulsion system is
detailed in Sec. II.C.6.

Control errors: <5 m for
relative semimajor axis
(aδa), <15 m for relative
inclination and eccentricity
vector components, and
<100 m for mean relative
longitude aδλ [54].

The navigation hardware is
detailed in Sec. II.C.6. The
vision-based navigation
system adopts a kinematic
approach to identify the
target satellite and uses the
DBSCAN algorithm to
isolate spots on images
indicating the trajectory of
the target satellite. The
line-of-sightmeasurements
are sent to an extended
Kalman filter [55].

Relative navigation
accuracy set to within 10 m
for all ROEs except for the
mean argument of latitude
[54]. Relative orbit
determination accuracy
<10% range to target.

GRACE Throughout the
mission, the satellites
are kept on coplanar
orbits within 170–
270 km of each
other [19].

Both spacecraft are ground
controlled. An analytical
model is used to plan the
maneuvers to meet the
aforementioned
requirements (see
Sec. C.1). The propulsion
system is detailed in
Sec. II.C.1.

Individual semimajor axes
must be determined with
accuracy <1 m for
maneuver planning [19].
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